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WE WORK 
HAND IN HAND

WITH THE WORLD’S 
BEST DESIGNER: 

NATURE.
it́ s a tree story.



Georg Emprechtinger,  

Owner and Manager of TEAM 7

WE LOVE WOOD.

The starting point for sensible use of 

resources is a sustainably managed 

forest, which regrows continuously 

under the power of the sun. With the 

greatest care and attention to detail, we 

work the fine, European hardwood into 

unique pieces of furniture that share 

with you our love for wood in every little 

detail. Sustainability, responsibility and 

commitment to creating value in harmony 

with humans and nature shape the way 

we think and act at TEAM 7. 
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Grown for you.
Because we grow our own 74 hectares of 

forest we understand the great value of wood 

and how important it is for sustainability. 

That’s why we make all our furniture from 

deciduous trees that have been growing for 

decades in sustainable forestry. Finished 

exclusively with pure, natural oil, the wood 

surfaces of our furniture promote a naturally 

healthy and comfortable climate in your 

home. They are very easy to care for – and 

to restore, if necessary. This means TEAM 7 

furniture retain their original and beautiful 

character for many decades.
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Designed for you.
Your comfort is what drives us. That’s why we aren’t just satisfied with standards but 

try to incorporate more flexibility in our furniture. We work on visionary, sophisticated solutions to make 

your home even more comfortable. The thirty members of our R&D team are continuously working  

on innovative solutions, such as the synchronous extension of our nox table.
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First the design and then the interior: our consultants plan according to your ideas and

spatial possibilities. The model, size, wood type and colours are first planned to fulfill your wishes  

and only then do we start producing your customised TEAM 7 furniture.
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Made for you.
We do not make furniture to stock, but rather to fulfill our customers’ wishes. Developed by designers,  

planned in accordance with your wishes by trained interior architects and realised by master carpenters:  

our award-winning solid wood furniture draws upon traditional Austrian handicraft skills. Each piece of 

furniture is a unique item, made to measure and requiring much skilled handwork. And the best thing about it – 

TEAM 7 furniture is available for all living areas.
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Open living.
We make solid wood furniture for every area  

of your home. Thanks to the many different 

types of wood and our customisation 

service all our furniture can be combined  

and adjusted in any way you wish.



magnum table and cantilever chair



magnum
A delightful feature of our magnum, the father of 

all extendable tables, is its patented 2soft swivel 

technology. It only takes a slight and gentle motion  

to extend the table by 50 cm, two times 50 cm, or 

by 100 cm. The magnum cantilever chair made of 

patented Stricktex is the perfect accompaniment.
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magnum
Slot and pin connections show the skilled 

craftsmanship of our carpenters and  

give the magnum table excellent stability. 

And they also have a strong appearance: 

they impressively highlight the nuanced 

characteristics of the solid wood.

Our connections don’t just bring the wood together. They also unite traditional craftsmanship  

and state-of-the-art technology.
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magnum
Our magnum cantilever chair is made of a   

breathable Stricktex material that provides  

the utmost comfort. It is available in eight 

colours, with or without solid wood armrests, 

and with a framework made of chromed steel 

or with a palladium finish.

THE ONLY WAY FOR 
IT TO GET MORE 
BEAUTIFUL IS FOR  
YOU TO SIT ON IT.

it́ s a tree story.
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HEIGHT, WIDTH AND 
DEPTH REDUCTIONS 

FREE OF CHARGE*
*for shelving and furniture bodies, excluding lux, Home Entertainment 

and elements with functional fittings.

cubus pure
The occasional furniture and accessories of our cubus pure 

series are the perfect companions to the magnum table 

and chair ensemble. The main idea behind the design of 

cubus pure is the presentation of the high-quality wood or 

coloured glass fronts in a three-sided sheathing made of 

4-mm thick coloured glass. We also fabricate the glass in 

the colour of your choice (based on NCS colours) to give  

you the most design options possible.
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venetian oak
The oak posts of the mystical lagoon get replaced 

regularly. They are marked by a shift in the tides 

and the growth of mussels: our venetian oak front 

makes an impression with the unique appearance 

of its wood and gives our cubus pure occasional 

furniture a very special look.
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Shopping with the right attitude. 

Contrary to the current trends toward 

global sourcing, we have always relied 

on regional partners and suppliers. 

This ensures short transport routes 

and avoids unnecessary emissions of 

harmful substances.

Conservation  
of resources

WE TAKE  
THE MOST DIRECT 
ROAD TO  
ENVIRONMENTAL 
PROTECTION.

it́ s a tree story.
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nox table and bench



Grow table, grow! With its smooth synchronous extension and the gentle, protective 2soft swivel technology,  

our nox table can easily be extended by 60 or 120 cm.  

One of the characteristic features of our nox table – and also a sign of superior craftsmanship for those  

in the know: the S-shaped edges of the solid tabletop.
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OUR NATURAL OIL 
PROMISES  

ETERNAL YOUTH. 
SADLY, ONLY  

FOR FURNITURE.
it́ s a tree story.

The pleasant feel of our oiled wooden  

surfaces is a real treat and you are sure to 

be won over by their everyday practicality, 

from simple, daily cleaning to minor repairs. 

This is because even dents and scratches 

can be easily repaired with open pore  

treatment. Treated every 1-2 years with 

natural oil, the wooden surfaces will  

retain their beauty for a long time.

Your furniture can always be fully up  

to date in terms of flexibility as well:  

our follow-up purchase service ensures 

you have the option to buy any additions 

and extensions to your furniture  

elements for years to come.
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nox
No matter how you’re inclined: Our nox 

bench always ensures maximum comfort. 

Because the shape, height and depth of the 

backrest enable different seating positions.

magnum. The magnum cantilever chair in leather with a palladium finish frame. 

A design classic that would get standing ovations – if it weren‘t so comfortable to sit on.
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nox
Special effects: nox occasional furniture offers an 

impressive setting for your objects. They feature 

elegant solid wood, dark palladium glass and 

focussed LED lighting. nox makes a powerful 

visual impression while being acoustically quiet: 

its dampened doors can be opened and closed 

easily, gently and almost without sound.
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nox
The anchor point of your dining area: What makes 

our non-extendable nox table particularly impressive 

are its rounded edges and its strong, rustic table top. 

This has an especially powerful effect if wild oak and 

wild walnut woods are used. Natural features like 

knots, and striking grain patterns are characteristic 

of these hand-sorted wood surfaces. Solid wooden 

panels and metal slides guarantee the secure stand 

and bold appearance of the nox table.

Whether vegan, vegetarian, organic or paleo: TEAM 7 lets you set the same high standards

for your dining furniture as for your food.
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Wood is a very special material. It is especially 

healthy, especially durable and especially 

pleasing to the eye. That is why working with 

this wonderful material is also very special:

 our designers and master cabinetmakers 

know just how to process it according to type 

and to make use of its advantages to optimum 

effect in different living areas. The entire 

production process is just as natural as the 

material. Working with wood means one thing 

to us above all: a special honour.

Workmanship

AN ALL-ROUNDER 
THAT WE USE  
FOR EVERYTHING.

it́ s a tree story.
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mylon/eviva
To the table! Our mylon table is a lesson in organic 

contemporary design. Angled, flared table legs with 

rounded edges merge fluidly into the frame. Thanks to its 

finely crafted joint, the elegant table top seems to float 

above the base. mylon can be extended by up to 100 cm, 

turning from a cosy family table into a stately banquet table.

Our eviva chair, covered optionally in leather or fabric, is 

an example of perfect craftsmanship. Its feet seem to be 

connected “seamlessly” with the seat and back element.
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mylon 
The accessories of the mylon line take up modern 

form language – whether in the cabinet with 

sliding doors or the high board with hinged 

doors. The fronts can be designed in coloured 

glass with a wooden strip or in solid wood 

with a coloured glass strip. They can also be 

assembled with a convenient drawer if desired.

Typical for mylon. The flush-mounted Integro handle integrates perfectly into the strip 

made of solid wood or coloured glass, creating a handle-free look.
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cubus plus
The cubus plus table can be extended by  

50 or 100 cm with one or two panel inserts.  

It is an excellent fit with metal chairs thanks  

to the chromed surface of its steel frame. 
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f1 cantilever chair
The characteristic design element of our  

f1 cantilever chair is its graceful base that evokes 

a closed loop. The backrest tapering towards the 

top and featuring a flexible shoulder zone and 

lumbar support offers very comfortable sitting – 

which can be enjoyed on either leather or fabric.

SOMETIMES YOU JUST 
HAVE TO SIT DOWN FOR  
DISCUSSIONS ABOUT  
GOOD DESIGN.

it́ s a tree story.
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flaye table



flaye
Thanks to its revolutionary, intuitive nonstop pull-out 

technology, the flaye table can be quickly and 

easily extended by 100 cm in one single movement. 

So you can create space for four additional seats 

in next to no time. With the elegant leather 

frame, you can give the table an individual touch.
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flaye
A pleasure to hold. The precise and gently 

rounded edges of the flaye table top are 

enormously pleasant to the touch. You can 

also enjoy this along a rounded table top 

with the non-extendable flaye table.

flaye
The frame of the flaye table can be 

finished in leather or solid wood. The 

sophisticated design ensures that the 

organic curves blend together as a whole. 

The matching aye chair with its flexible 

backrest is particularly comfortable.
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cubus pure
Our cubus pure cabinets leave a lot of space 

for your creativity: Glass surfaces in the desired 

colours, different types of wood, various models 

in numerous heights, widths and depths – furnished 

with hinged doors, sliding doors and drawers.

Interior
Beautiful on the outside. Beautifully neat on the inside. The interior of our sideboards makes  

sure that everything has its place. You can choose different dividers, widths and depths for the elements –  

individually, according to your wishes.
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aye
Here everything is exactly at the right place: 

distinctive tapered backrest, its optional 

ergonomic armrests and the fine seams. 

Our delicately upholstered chair aye, which 

received the interior innovation award, offers 

the ideal combination of design and comfort. 

This is further enhanced by the finest leather 

and high-quality fabrics from Kvadrat.
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girado table



girado
It’s well-rounded – even in elliptical form.

The elegant chair base made of shiny or matte  

aluminium characterises our girado table. It offers 

maximum legroom, which can even be expanded  

with the help of our comfortable 2soft extension: 

Depending on the table shape, girado can grow  

by 50, 60 or 100 cm.
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The flexible interior of our occasional furniture is made of beech in its standard version.
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cubus
Grand stage. Transparent glass panels inside 

the continuous glass fronts of the cubus cabinet 

reveal the solid wood in its interior. The illuminated 

edges of the glass shelving offer a grand 

performance space for your favourite objects.

In addition to the standard colours selected by our designers, you can also request the glass for your  

occasional furniture in your favourite colour from the NCS colours.
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yps table and bench
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yps
yps, he did it again. Wie bei der gesamten yps Kollektion

hat Designer Jacob Strobel auch bei der Bank das Y als

Gestaltungselement in Szene gesetzt. Ihr markantes

Fußgestell sticht sofort ins Auge, und die Y-förmig gesteppte

Polsterung zeugt von hoher Handwerkskunst. Die Bank

ist gerade oder als Eckbank erhältlich, in Stoff oder Leder,

sowie mit oder ohne Rückenlehne. In allen Varianten sorgt

ein hochwertiger Micro-Taschenfederkern in Kombination

mit Kaltschaum für erstklassigen Sitzkomfort.

Essen_Wohnen_130515.indd 54-55 13.05.15 16:40

yps
yps, he did it again. Just as in the rest of the 

yps collection, the designer Jacob Strobel has 

highlighted the Y as a design element of the bench. 

Its distinctive base immediately catches the eye 

and the Y-shaped, quilted upholstery shows the 

high-quality craftsmanship. The bench is available 

as a corner seat or a straight bench, in fabric or 

leather and with or without a backrest. A high-quality 

micro-pocket spring construction combined with 

cold foam provides superior comfort in all versions.
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The tapered edges of the impressive tabletop, made with the TEAM 7 three-layer technology,  

are a fascinating design detail of the yps table. Moved to the centre of the table top,  

the base offers generous legroom.
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yps
If the Y is missing from your alphabet: Just look 

under the table. Because the Y is the characteristic 

design element of our yps line. The table unites 

straightforwardness with numerous angles, which 

gives it a modern and dynamic look.

Our cubus pure cabinets are not just available in different types of wood but also  

any conceivable glass colour according to the NCS colours.

WHAT IS YOUR  
FAVOURITE COLOUR?

Choose the exact colour you desire for all glass surfaces.  

The entire colour range of the NCS colours is available to you.
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aye with swivel base
It’s all about comfort: aye offers enormous comfort 

even as a swivel chair. Thanks to the special swivel  

and shock-absorbing mechanics, the chair gently 

rebounds when you sit down and automatically  

moves forward again when you stand up.
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WE ARE OUR  
OWN TOUGHEST  
INSPECTORS.

it́ s a tree story.

The ingenuity of nature is the inspiration 

behind our constant drive to find new solutions 

for greater functionality and comfort. We 

implement them with our signature attention 

to detail and perfect craftsmanship, that’s 

what makes our kitchens and furniture so 

extraordinary. Numerous patents and 

utility models underline the innovative 

power of TEAM 7. This means that, in the 

development phase itself, we comprehensively 

test the function, ergonomics, stability and 

safety of our products in our own laboratory, 

over thousands of cycles. TEAM 7 furniture 

is always made to order – with perfected 

technology and function. 
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loft
A piece of traditional craftsmanship. Table legs 

with visible mortise-and-tenon connections and 

wood that appears to run over the edges of the 

table make our loft table a stunning centrepiece 

in your dining area. It comes optionally with our 

2soft swivel technology, which makes it possible 

to extend it on both sides by 60 cm each.  

A convenient flatware drawer is also optional.
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s1
Wood at its best: Elegant wood and thick leather  

with unfinished edge seaming, a high quality seat 

surface and a flexible backrest make the s1 so 

outstanding – in terms of comfort and aesthetics.
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cubus
The glass of the door of the cubus display 

case runs right around the corner, offering 

a generous view of the illuminated interior. 

Smoky glass, the darkened alternative 

to clear glass, makes the objects in the 

display case look particularly elegant.

cubus
Knock on wood. If this brings luck, the 

cubus sideboard with the flush-mounted 

sliding door is a truly fortunate choice – 

with its 25-mm thick top board of pure 

solid wood, which is typical for cubus.
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cubus pure Home Entertainment



cubus pure
The main design element in the cubus pure living 

range is the delicate coloured glass that envelops 

the fronts like a mounted frame. The fine glass 

edges and recessed plinth make for a light, floating 

appearance. The glass sides can be easily replaced 

thanks to the attachment adapters designed and 

patented by our engineers. The modular cubus pure 

body system can be planned flexibly according to 

your needs with 13 heights, 5 widths and 4 depths.
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The centrepiece of our stern table: a circular node from which eight identical rays branch out.  

With their ingenious design that alternates the up and down direction of the rays, they turn the table  

into a true work of art.
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cubus pure
It’s all a question of planning. Our wall units let you 

easily combine the cubus pure modular system, 

cubus pure Home Entertainment and cubus shelving. 

They can be suspended or rest on a base.
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AT HOME  
IN NATURE.

it́ s a tree story.

You are treating yourself well in many 

ways when you choose furniture made of 

solid wood: wood makes a home snug and 

warm. With its open-pored surface, refined 

exclusively with pure natural oil, TEAM 7 

furniture is breathable. Natural wood absorbs 

moisture and then releases it again. This 

promotes a healthy room climate and humidity 

level in your home. Our natural furniture is 

also anti-static, which is beneficial especially 

in case of dust allergies. The scientifically 

proven anti-bacterial effect of natural wood 

surfaces also has hygienic benefits.

Room climate
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cubus pure Home Entertainment



Art for art: Our Home Entertainment furniture is made with a great deal  

of craftsmanship and absolute precision.

Home Entertainment
There is a good reason why guitars, violins and pianos are made of 

wood: A body made of pure, solid wood is the best way to ensure optimal 

sound performance. We used this principle in our uniquely high-quality 

Home Entertainment furniture. With cubus and cubus pure, we offer 

you advanced technological solutions from general use to home cinema 

and high-end audio. Whether it is part of a wall inside the home, an 

individual piece of furniture or a room divider – we plan our flexible 

furniture specifically for you and thus aesthetically and functionally 

combine two great passions: nature and music.
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Home Entertainment
Our cubus and cubus pure Home Entertainment 

provides a superior sound experience in your own 

home. Because its solid wood body offers excellent 

audio conditions. Easily accessible cable management 

ensures that you won’t see much of it – but hear a lot.  

A special interior division offers sufficient room for  

all conventional sound bar systems.
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Panoramic view. Our cubus room divider blends in 

harmoniously with any living space. Its stainless-

steel TV column, which can rotate nearly 360 

degrees, enables comfortable watching from any 

sitting position. The intelligent ventilation system 

and an organised, covered cable management 

round off this versatile solution. Many different 

types of wood, handles, an optional speaker flap 

with acoustic fabric in three colours and a range of 

glass colours let you design this unit as you wish.

Sound system. Carefully fabricated from natural wood, the body offers perfect sound development.

It provides plenty of space for your Home Entertainment systems and convenient wiring as well es enough  

space for the ideal ventilation of your devices.

WE MAKE 
TREES

MAKE MUSIC.
it́ s a tree story.
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lux
This couch table has something to hide: 

Despite its reduced design and the thin material, 

it surprises with a concealed drawer for 

magazines, remote controls and much more. 
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cubus pure
The wide range of planning options and tailored 

design opportunities will make all your interior and 

audio dreams come true. You can install your own 

cinema in your living room, for example: The cubus 

pure wall unit offers plenty of space for all devices. 

The impressive TV panel, which comes with effective 

LED lighting, routes and conceals the wiring of the TV.

A lower level of the cable flap makes it possible to easily combine the TV panel

and cubus/cubus pure Home Entertainment.
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cubus pure Home Entertainment



WE HAVE UNITED 
THE MARVELS  

OF TECHNOLOGY 
WITH THOSE  
OF NATURE.

it́ s a tree story.

By the way, the design of your 

Home Entertainment furniture 

is as diverse as the movie 

programme: Select from different 

types of wood, glass colours and 

features. The hinged TV mount 

guarantees an optimal view from 

any sitting position. Drawers 

with flexible media dividers offer 

plenty of storage space.
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lift
The height of the lift couch table can be smoothly 

adjusted from 35 to 71 cm. Whether you prefer 

it low as a tray or raised for a small lunch – lift 

flexibly adapts to all your needs at home.
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cubus living



The variety of the cubus living range is nearly unlimited and offers aesthetically  

convincing and technically intelligent solutions for any wishes. Of course it includes nice details  

such as dampened sliding doors and drawers.
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c3
Ironic. Strong material that is totally  

weightless. Thanks to its clever design,  

the solid wood of our c3 couch table  

suddenly seems very light.
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cubus living



ONE THING  
ABOUT CUBUS IS  

ALWAYS THE SAME:
IT’S ALWAYS  
DIFFERENT.

it́ s a tree story.

The combinations from the cubus 

body and shelf programme offer 

lots of storage space for any need. 

The slot and pin connections in the 

frame and plinth along with the 

manually sorted solid wood fronts 

that are so typical for TEAM 7 

highlight the superb craftsmanship 

of the entire cubus programme.
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juwel
A jewel for your home. Round, oval or 

triangular – no matter what shape, the juwel 

coffee table is a real gem. And this for a good 

reason: The design was inspired by the setting 

of a diamond ring. This look is underscored by 

the bevelled finish of the clear glass tops. 
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cubus shelf
Our cubus libraries can be planned as desired in 

terms of width and height. Hinged doors, sliding 

doors, flaps and various glass colours within the 

shelving unit ensure that you have many design 

options. Convenient, cushioned sliding shelves offer 

space for additional books. And the space behind it 

can be used as a TV alcove, for example.

WE CREATE 
NOT ONLY 
FURNITURE, 
BUT ALSO 
VALUES.

it́ s a tree story.
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sidekick
sidekick – that is a coffee table and side table 

in one. Depending on how the table is set up, 

its innovative shape enables different uses. In 

other words, this table offers the perfect solution, 

whether you want to check Facebook or take a 

coffee break. To change its function, simply tilt.
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treeO
What is special about our award-winning 

treeO side tables: the round recess in the 

table tops made of white marble or solid 

wood. It reveals the end grain of the table 

legs. Their elegant connection appears 

like the branches of a treetop.

Two conventient heights and its mobility make the treeO side table the perfect 

centrepiece for all areas of the home.
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Bitte sammeln
Sie Altpapier 
für das 
Recycling.

EU Ecolabel:
AT/028/036

Dieses Produkt entspricht dem Österreichischen Umweltzeichen  
für schadstoffarme Druckprodukte (UZ 24), UW-Nr. 715
Grasl FairPrint, Bad Vöslau, www.grasl.eu

Für unsere Umwelt
Klimaneutrale Produktion
Erneuerbare Energie
Nachhaltiges Papier
Pflanzenölfarben

PEFC zertifziert
Das Papier dieses Produktes stammt 
aus nachhaltig bewirtschafteten 
Wäldern und kontrollierten Quellen

www.pefc.at

The Austrian ecolabel is a mark that guarantees healthy living – free of 

harmful substances. Tested by an independent testing body according to 

strict standards, this mark confirms that our furniture is not harmful to  

the environment or to health. It confirms that the wood used in our  

furniture comes from sustainably harvested forests and promotes a healthy 

living environment due to its special surface treatment. The Austrian  

ecolabel is also a quality mark for high-quality products that excel due to 

their long life, suitability for use as well as safety and comfort in daily use.

The EMAS certificate provides proof of our sustainable production  

methods, efficient use of resources as well as compliance with  

applicable environmental laws. As an ISO-certified company, we are 

committed to the implementation of international standards and the 

associated requirements related to the environment, quality and safety.

WE SET AN 
EXAMPLE WHEN 

IT COMES TO THE
ENVIRONMENT.
GUARANTEED.

it́ s a tree story.

Sustainability is an important factor in all of TEAM 7’s activities. That’s why 

we make sure that we use environmentally-friendly production methods and 

materials – also for making this catalogue. We aim to save resources and  

use materials that are free from harmful substances. The paper used for  

this catalogue comes from forests that are managed on an environmentally,  

economically and socially sustainable basis. We have used only renewable 

energy and pure vegetable-oil-based printing ink for the print production.

Dieses Produkt entspricht dem Österreichischen Umweltzeichen  
für schadstoffarme Druckprodukte (UZ 24), UW-Nr. 715
Grasl FairPrint, Bad Vöslau, www.grasl.eu

Für unsere Umwelt
Klimaneutrale Produktion
Erneuerbare Energie
Nachhaltiges Papier
Pflanzenölfarben

For our environment 
Climate-neutral production 
Renewable energies 
Sustainable paper
Vegetable-oil-based ink

This product complies with the Austrian Ecolabel for printed paper products  
that use printing materials that are low in pollutants (UZ 24), UW No. 715  
Grasl FairPrint, Bad Vöslau, www.grasl.eu
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atelier desk



atelier
This tree is still growing. Our atelier desk 

made of solid wood is height-adjustable from 

68 to 81 cm, thus allowing people of virtually 

any height to work ergonomically. The inevitable 

cables conveniently disappear in the cable 

outlet and integrated cable trunking.
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cubus writing desk
It looks like an elegant dresser when it is closed, but when open, 

our cubus writing desk really shows what it has to offer: the 

extendable desk top, a cleverly stowed keyboard, writing utensils 

and – in the version with a monitor lift – even a smoothly height-

adjustable monitor. Its lower section is practical too: A computer, 

printer and folders can be stowed behind the hinged doors.
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cubus pure entry hall

Entry hall solutions that integrate completely into the room architecture offer not just a clear,  

minimal design but also enough storage space for clothes and shoes.
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THE PERFECT  
WELCOME  

TO ANYONE WHO  
WELCOMES PERFECT  

CRAFTSMANSHIP.
it́ s a tree story.

Whether it’s glass fronts in your 

personal favourite colour or wooden 

surfaces sorted by hand – you would 

be hard pressed to find a more 

beautiful welcome to your home 

than that of our customised entry 

halls. And practical details, such as 

flush-mounted folding hooks, keep 

your hands free for a warm hug.
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entry hall
Stylishly welcome. Our cubus and cubus pure entry 

halls offer a warm welcome to you and your guests. 

Choose from numerous elements and versions 

and let us design your entry-hall furniture so that 

it perfectly meets your needs, space and taste.
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entry hall
Offering a variety of heights, widths and depths, the 

extensive choice of elements and storage systems 

of the cubus and cubus pure entry halls invite you to 

plan the space with virtually no limitations and find a 

stylish solution for any entry situation – we can even 

provide custom-made solutions.
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entry hall
A place to arrive and take a deep breath. Our entry 

halls made of pure solid wood give your entrance area  

a pleasant atmosphere and create a welcoming first 

impression. Glass fronts in your desired colour* give  

the “calling card of your house” a personal touch.

*see available colours on NCS colour charts

Places for keys, mobile phones and sunglasses are basic features of the perfect wardrobe.
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Block of solid wood

WE ARE DEDICATED  
TO CREATING FURNITURE 

THAT’S JUST AS UNIQUE  
AS WOOD ITSELF.

it́ s a tree story.

Sustainability & design 
Even if it sounds unconventional at first: our sustainability 

already starts with the design. Because wood is naturally robust, 

resilient and durable – in contrast to so many trends. This is 

why our designers are carefully considering what the trends for 

living are that will stand the test of time and have what it takes to 

become classics. After all, the design of our furniture is just as 

timeless as the material from which it is made.
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S I N C E 
1 9 5 9

alder

oak

cherry

maple white oil

beech

wild oak

walnut

oak white oil

beech heartwood

venetian oak

wild walnut

wild oak white oil

We make all our solid wood furniture from the wood of leafy green trees

grown in controlled and sustainable forestry.

our types of wood
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TEAM 7 Natürlich Wohnen GmbH
Address        A-4910 Ried / Innkreis, Braunauer Strasse 26  

Phone        +43 7752 977 700  

E-Mail        info@team7.at 

Internet        www.team7.at


